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of course this would probably be
okay if you only want to use wifi
and not your data cap. i think you
would want to talk to your provider
about this as well. if you do have a
relatively low usage on a monthly
basis, i would contact your provider
to see what they would allow.
regarding the upload/download
problem, you might just have a
problem with the speed of the
router. are you connected to an
ethernet cable? when it comes to
netgear wireless routers, the archer
ax600 is an affordable and reliable
choice for your home. the ax600
also has the ability to make
connection with the wifi, meaning
that you can connect your laptop or
phone to the router, and then to
other devices. the netgear wireless
router also sports a feature called
wi-fi assist. this feature will help
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you to connect to wifi for free and
when it is fully active, it can
automatically turn on your mobile
data. this feature is a lot beneficial
for frequent travelers. wifi-napping
is another feature that many
netgear routers come with. this
feature is highly useful when your
friends are around. they can log
into your router, and see your
network and other details. this way
they can also access your files. this
feature uses the same technology
used for guest network. some
routers may offer a feature that
allows you to monitor bandwidth
usage on specific devices. if this
feature is available, you can set the
router to limit data usage for
specific devices, such as wifi-
enabled tablets. most people use wi-
fi to do work and have their own
computer. however, some people
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use a computer to access the
internet and download files. if you
are the latter, you may need to
consider saving your time and
internet bandwidth by setting a
password on the router, so that only
people you invite can access the
internet.
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by way of example, consider a
recent consumer-grade wireless

router i had at home. the quality of
my home internet connection

wasn’t great, and i was frustrated
that netflix wouldn’t load or

download high-definition videos or
movies from youtube smoothly. i

looked at the router’s web page and
saw that it had some qos settings.
for instance, it could prioritize the

rtuniversal access sub-menu’s
“firewall” tab over the “encryption”

tab. the former lets you control
which file-sharing applications have

priority access to the internet
bandwidth. in my case, i opted for

what i call the “set and forget”
setting, which simply prioritized the
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“file sharing” tab. i also lowered the
qos priority for online games and

video calls. after adjusting my
router’s settings, i had a better
internet connection. (check out

more of the router’s qos settings
here.) you can also get more

information in the general section:
total bytes transferred, current
transmission rate, and current

receiving rate. this information is
useful in characterizing how much
of the available bandwidth is being

used. with the configuration in
place, you can proceed to creating
rules based on the traffic type. for
example, if you have a different ip

address for the streaming of
movies, which you are willing to

allocate a higher bandwidth limit,
then you would create a rule for it.
you just need to follow the process
of creating rules in order.you can
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create and edit bandwidth
management rule for the following

scenarios: bulk bandwidth
management traffic type end
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